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Abstract: Several opinions have been published about the origin of the
Old Turkic interrogative kacan 'when'. So far the two most popular
proposals seem to be: double inflection (equative + instrumental) from the
interrogative root *ka-, and contraction of an unattested Old Turkic
compound *kanu cagin. This paper will discuss these and other proposals,
and will present evidence in favour of an altemative etymology.
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Özet: Eski Türkçe soru kelimesi kacan 'ne zaman' 'ın kökeni hakkında
bazı görüşler yayımlanmıştır. Şimdiye kadar en yaygın iki öneri olduğu
görülüyor: Soru kökü *ka-'dan çift çekim (eşitlik + vasıta) ve
doğrulanmamış Eski Türkçe birleşik kelime *kanu cagin 'ın büzüşmesi. Bu
makalede bunlar ve öbür öneriler tartışılacak ve başka bir etimoloj i lehine
kanıt sunulacaktır.
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kacan 'when' is attested from Old Turkie onwards, and is used in all
modem Turkie languages, exeept for Standard Turkish, whieh in this
regard is again stranger than the notoriously eeeentrie Turkie languages
Chuvash, Yakut and Khalaj.

Modem forms from all subgroups inelude the following: ı
~: Turkmen xacan, Salar ga'Ja1) (Han & Ma 217a), Khorasani xacan

(Tulu 1989: 344), Azeri hacan, Gagauz acan, Turkish dialeets hacan, ete.
(see below).
Chaghatay: Uyghur qacan, Uzbek qacan, Lop qacan.
Kipehak: Karaehay-Balkar qacan, Kumyk qacan 2, Crimean Karaim
qacan, Troki Karaim kacan, Halieh Karaim kacan, Tatar kaycan, Bashkir
qasan, Nogay qasan, Kazak qasan, Karakalpak qasan, Kyrgyz kacan,
Altay kacan (Chalkan kasan, kaza1), kazen, Kumanda kaYfan, kacan,
kaccan, Tuba kacan, kazan).
Northeastem: Khakas xafan, Shor qacan (Kurpesko-Tannagaseva &
Apon'kin 24a), Tuva kazan, Tozu kahyan (Cadamba 95), Tofa qahhan ~
qahhin (Rassadin 29b), Yakutxahan, Dolgan kahan (Staehowski 132).
Westem Yugur qahçan (Lei 187a).
Khalai qaciin.
Chuvash xasan.
As noted by Erdal (GOT 215), Old Turkie kacan was more frequent1y
used in texts to introduee temporal or eonditional subordinate elauses than
as an interrogative adverb/pronoun. Of eourse this impression is also due

2

Beeause our word is a very eommon one, we refer to the usual dietionaries of the
big Turkie literary languages. Isxakov (1956: 242-243) provides a eonvenient
overview of the forms for the 'Soviet Turkie' standard languages.
Isxakov mentions a Kumyk form qaycan.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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to the fact that every day Old Turkic dialogue has rarely been put into
writing. In modem language s the interrogative function of kacan is widely
attested; İts function as a conjunction also survives.
As to the stfucmre and etymology of kacan, there ıs a surpnsıng
number of proposals in circulation for such a short word, and a surprising
lack of concensus for such a common one.
the following we will
discuss the prevailing etymologies and offer support for an altematiye
etymology based on modem Turkic languages. Obviously not all ideas
reviewed here are of equal merit. When we leave out the Schnapsidee
heard nowand again that it stems from kac an 'how many moments' (with
the Arabic 'lin as a second element), we can distinguish the following
etymologies. 3
All attempts at explanation agree that kacan should deriye from the
interrogative root *ka-, which also gaye rise to kafiu/kayu 'which', kani'
'where', kanda/kayda 'where', kat 'how many', and kalti' 'how'. The
strucmre of only some of these forms is fully understood, e.g. kayda
'where', which survives in many Turkic language s, repres ents a
simplification of kafiuda 'at which'.4 kanda, which is attested earlier, may
be a direct development from (the oblique stern of) *ka-. However, kayda
and kanda today occur in closely related language s or even within a single
language. The pair kandag '" kaydag 'what kind of; how' may likewise
represent different simplifications, the first with the oblique kan-, the
second from *kanu teg 'like which?' For the history and development of
kafiu itself we refer to Schönig (1995). The stfucmre of kat and kalti' is
also morphologically unclear (but see below for kac). As Schönig

4

We will also leave non-Turkic etymologies undiscussed. Cf. Hamilton's (1971:
115) suggestion that there may be a relationship between Turkic kai5 'how many?'
and Tokharian kos 'id.' Similar-looking interrogative roots are found throughout
Northem Eurasia.
Note the parallel development of Mongolic *alidu, originally the locative of *ali
'which', then also used as 'where'. AIso Modem Uyghur niidii, Tuva i5üde 'where',
etymologically 'at what', without the inclusion of a noun meaning 'place'.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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(1995: 86) remarks, it is interesting that unlike several of the other
interrogatives mentioned above, *kacan does not occur in a variant
starting with kan-o 5
At least in language s where the varİants with -n- survive rather than
those with -y-, we may assume that these were' felt to be part of the
pronominal system. The forms starting with kan- in several cases have
direct parallels in the oblique demonstrative stems an- 'that' and
mun- 'this'.
The independent occurrence of ka- as a free morpheme is poorly
documented, but old forms like kaga 'where to?', apparently surviving in
Westem Yugur qağa, suggest there was such a word. Among modem
languages the independent existence of ka seems to be supported at first
sight by Azeri and Khalaj, but this is debatable. 6 Some of the OId Turkic
and modem words that at first sight contain the root ka- may in fact be
based on redueed forms of kafiu. it is difficult or impossible to discem
between ka- and kafiu when the following word starts witha palatal
consonant, as in the case of Old Turkic qayan, which could be from ka +
yan or from kay-yan < kafiu yan 'which side', Tatar kayak 'where' (yak <
*yii]ak 'side'), Modem Uyghur qöyarda 'where' (yar 'place' + locative).
The explanations for the structure of kacan are oftenpresented very
casually and tersely. At the same time, a number of authorities
unexpectedly refrain from giving an etymology. elauson, a scholar known
to let few words escape unanalyzed, notably does not suggest an exact
solution, other than establishing the c0nnection of kacan with other
interrogative ka- words (ED 592a). Kotwicz(1936: 34) and Temir (1956:
it may be interesting here to mention East Anatolian dialect form hanca (DS
2271b) 'since a long time; when', and the ehuvash dialect form xanca 'when'
(Sergeev 1968: 79), while the expected meaning of kanca is 'how much/many',
and an unexpected but common meaning İs 'where (to)'.
Erdal discusses its possible surivival in Khalaj as kii- (GüT 214); Azeri ha as in
ha tarafa, ha yüz 'in which direction, where to' may be a reduced form of *kafıu.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Rasanen (1957: 45) derives kacan from kac 'how many/much', which
he sees as a shortened form of kanca, without further comment or
explanation about the element -an. Rasanen further quotes three
etymological solutions suggested by previous authors. Brockelmann' s (80)
solution is the double inf1ection, as followed by Erdal (üTWF 92, GüT
215). This views kacan as the interrogative root ka- followed by the
equative (-cA) and instrnmental (-(X)n) case endings. Although this is not
a common combination of suffixes, kacan has a parallel the second part
of the Tuva combination kazan-cezen kogda ze?, cerez kakoe vremja? =
when then? at what time? cezen, apparently from the interrogative root
ce- extended with equative and instrnmental endings, does not occur
independently.8 At fi:rst sight, Kyrgyz necen seems to have the same
strncture, but its meaning is no different from nece 'how much/many'. 9
The second solution, after Radloff (II 1899: 334), entails a crasis of
kay cagin 'at what time', cagln being the instrnmental in -(X)n of cag
'time'. This solution is also referred to by Schönig (1995), and is well
represented in grammars and etymological dictionaries. A problem with
this etymology is that cag 'time', which, together with Arabie waqt and
Persian zaman, nearly managed to push Turkie *öd out of existenee, does

Gülensoy (2007) further breaks it down into ka-e-an, probably in an attempt to
connect it to kae 'how many', which in his vİew contaİns an (unexplained)
suffıx

-c.

The Tuva interrogatives starting with e- are usual1y seen as connected to the
Mongolic interrogative root *ya-, but they could alsa İnvolve a development of the
rare initial n-o In that cas e Tuva eeze 'how much/many' would correspond directly
to *naea, and eüü 'what' to *nagü.
Note that Kyrgyz neeender mnogie = 'many [people]' also given by Judaxin is the
plural of another necen, which seems to be a combination of natiye na 'what' and
Persian eand'how much/many?' .
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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not seem to occur before the Mongolian period. 10 The complete loss of
its -g- also seems unlikely in that period. On the other hand the fact that
such a formation is in principle acceptable is shown by words for 'when'
elsewhere, such as Azeri haçağ and Tatar kaycak, with the same word cag
'time' as a second element, as well as with structurally similar words such
as Southem Azeri havax, Tatar kayvakit, based on Arabic waqt. ll
The third solution mentioned by Rasanen, perhaps the most audacious
of the three old proposals, is quoted from von Gabain (1935: 170). Gendy
distancing herself from Bang, who favoured the previous solution with
cagfn, she derives it from a hypothetical verb *kaca- 'irgendwann sein'
which in tum was formed from the interrogative kac 'how many' by
means of the verbalizer +A. This would not be a unique procedure, cf.
Yakut xayaa-, Dolgan kafiaa- 'to do what', apparendy from *kafiu. 12 This
solution is obviously hard to prove, and seems to have been mosdy
overlooked. The verb *kaca- does not seem to occur in any other form.
Moreover, the structure of *kac itself is unc1ear. According to Erdal (GüT
215) it may be a 'short variant' of the equative form *ka-ca. 13

LO

II

12

13

We therefore view cag as a Mongolic loanword İn Turkic, as does Clauson (ED
403b). Other colleagues place cag in the Old Turkic period by assuming it is the
same word as the preposited partide cak, which is attested early.
Standard Turkish ne zaman, which replaced kacan, is also a similar formation.
Tatar kaycagi'nda and Chuvash xiis viixiitra, lit. 'at what time' are based on
inflected forms. The exact structure of dialectal Yakut xaccağa 'when' is undear,
but it contains the interrogative root and cag 'time'; possibly the last vowel simply
represents the 3rd person possessive endingo
Other languages tend to rely on auxiliary verbs to create interrogative (and
demonstrative) verbs, e.g. Kazak qayt- 'to do how', Tuva kanja- 'to do what, to
act how', Kyrgyz net- 'to do what', Westem Yugur nigi1- ~ nagi1- ~ nal- 'to do
what'.
if this 'short variant' İs the result of a phonetic reduction of the form *ka-ca, this
would be a rare occurrence in case of word-final non-high vowels. There is
however an interesting equivalent in the Kyrgyz dialect form nec 'how
much/many', corresponding to the usual form ne-ce. Doerfer (1988: 32) reports
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Apart from these
several further proposals have been published.
The Nogay etymological vocabulary derives our word from kay 'at which'
+ *can 'time' (46). They do not elaborate on *can; perhaps this etymology
is a half-understood, or at least half-explained, version of the idea with
cagfn. On the other hand there is a Chaghatay form can 'time' (listed as a
variant s.v. can by Budagov 1869: 458b). it is not clear if can is really an
independent word, or perhaps only the isolated second part of kacan; a
mistranscription of can 'time' is also not out of the question.
Nişanyan

(2007: 221) derives Turkish haçan from kaç 'how many' +
a suffix -An (called by him zarf yapan ek, i. e. a suffix that creates adverbs,
p. 697) for which kaçan is his only example.
The Kyrgyz Grammar by Zaxarova et al. (1987:192) deviates from the
other Soviet Turkic grammars, and casually derives kacan from the
interrogative root and the noun cen. 14 That is, it stems from *ka can,
possibly from *kay can < *kaiiu can. in view of the semantk spectrum of
this word, to be discussed below, this seems to us a semantically probable
solution, a1though, if tme, this compound must have been formed early
enough to remove all traces of palatality from the second syllable by the
Old Turkic period.
kacan differs from other ka- interrogatives, in that it cannot be
answered with structurally parallel words based on the demonstrative
stems, like for instance anda 'there' and munda 'here', which correspond

14

that in some Khalaj dialeets the suffix -cA (there with loeative funetion), as well
as the instrumental -lA, may oeeur without their final voweL
This idea also seems to be mentioned in Hadi's online etymologieal dietionary,
but this is onlyone of several etymologies he provides, without explanation and
without referenee to other publieations. If we try to interpret his opinions, we
further find at least the following suggestions: 1. both haçağ and haçan are
simplifieations of *haçanğ (the element -çanğ is not further explained); 2. qaçan
is the result of metathesis of çağan (or the reverse), apparently an unexplained
derivation of çağ 'time', or at least qaç is metathesized from çağ.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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to kanda/kayda 'where?' kac 'how many/much', if indeed a reduced form
of kanca, would correspond to anca 'that much', mun~a 'this much'.
Most of the modem forms listed in the beginning of this paper are
regular developments of an old form kacan, and are thus not very
instrnctive to fınd İts etymology.15 The development of the initial into
x- or h- in Oguz is also found in other interrogatives such as Turkish hangi
'which', Azeri harada 'where', Turkmen xaysi" 'which'. Preaspiration
predictably appears in the Tuva-To fa continuum, Westem Yugur and
Salar. Interestingly, the Chuvash form, although deady of the same
origin, is neither a direct development from Common Turkic nor an
obvious loan from Kipchak.
At fırst sight, the Tatar form kaycan is the only deviating form among
the standard languages. The Tatar form seems to suggest that the fırst
element of *kacan could be kafiu rather than merely the interrogative root.
On the other hand, given that Middle Kipchak sources have the same form
qacan found throughout modem Turkic, it is tempting to assume that
the -y- in Tatar kaycan is a secondary addition, perhaps due to analogy (cf.
Tatar kayda 'where', kaysi" 'which'). However, the Tatar form is echoed
by dialect forms in Bashkir qaysan 16, Kyrgyz kaycan, Kazak qaysan
(Saribaev 2, 145b), as well as Kumanda qayjan (Baskakov 1972: 56).
Interestingly Bashkir qaysan is given in the multi-volume academic
Bashkir dictionary, but is missing from the dialect dictionaries. Likewise
the Kyrgyz variant kaycan is given by Judaxin but not by Mukambaev.
Now should this form with -y- be viewed as a case of analogy, which
happens to be geographically limited to parts of Kipchak, or as an old
form that went undetected through the centuries?
15

16

The semantic spectrum is also very narrow, apart from the meaning 'how long,
how mu ch time?' in Anatolian dialects.
Juldasev (1981: 157) suggests in his grammar that the form qaysan is the normal
Bashkir form, rather than the standard literary form qasan, which in the context of
Soviet language doctoring need not surprise us.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Tatar form may have

themselves the forms with -y- seem to represent an older, less
assimilated form of the original two-word interrogative. A spontaneous
(and independent) appearance
several comers of Kipchak of -y- seems
out of the question, even due to analogy. A problem with this assumption
however is that kacan in the old sources does not show any phonetic
vestige of an earlier form. Languages such as Yakut and Khalaj, whose
aberrant forms often shed light on historical developments, also reflect the
same form. Moreover, the word cag 'time' does not appear until several
centuries after the first attestations of kacan.

Of the etymologies for *kacan listed above, the one of Zaxarova, who
proposed that the second element in *kacan might deriye from a noun can,
deserves further investigation. Although the noun can seems to be
unattested in Old Turkic, its wide distribution confirms it is a relatively
old word. it is attested in the language s of several Turkic sub group s,
including Turkmen cen, Kyrgyz cen, Kazak sen, Bashkir sin, Uyghur can,
Khakas sin, Shor sen, as well as in a single modem Mongolic language,
Eastem Yugur cen (but not in its Turkic neighbour Westem Yugur). it is
not documented in most of the 'smaller' Turkic language s, but this may
rather be due to the limited size of the dictionaries.
These forms are regular phonetic developments consistent with an
original form *can, apart from the Shor form, which we would expect to
be cen as well.
The original meaning of the noun *can seems harder to pin down. The
modem language s feature meanings with the scope of 'place; period;
measure, degree, amount', sometimes with the connotation 'general or
approximate place or time'. The meaning 'assumption, idea, suspicion' is

http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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also attested, but perhaps this is an extended meaning of the same etymon,
that developed via the meaning 'approximate place or time' .
To illustrate the semantic spectrum, let us give the following
examples, starting with Kyrgyz, Turkmen and Khakas, where *can is most
extensively defıned and documented.
The meanings ofKyrgyz cen are summarized by Judaxin (1965: 857a)
as follows 1. mesto = place; 2. vremja, moment = time, moment; 3. mera =
measure. Examples for the fırst meaning 'place' include the following.
ayildii} orta ceninde posredine aula = in the middle of the yillage; al cenge
kiskisi'n boroon anca tiybeyt to mesto zimoj buran ne ocen' zaxvatyvaet =
the blizzard does not affect that place too much in winter; ol) qolu menen
jürök cenge mustagan pravoj rukoj on udariI v oblast' serdca = he struck
the heart area with his right hand. ExampIes for the meaning 'time'
incIude Jiyi'rmanci' avgust cenderde v dvadcatyx cislax avgusta = in the
twenties of August; marttin orto ceninde okolo poIoviny marta = around
the middIe of March; tüs cende v polden' = at noon; ertel) menen saat on
cen vremja - desjat' casov utra = it (the time) is ten a.m.; jiyi'rma birge
ilinip, kelip kalgan ceni eken on togda dostig tol'ko dvadcati odnogo goda
= he had only reached twenty-one [years of age] then; terekterdin
kölökölörü ci'gis jakka bir az oop kalgan cen bolucu eto bylo vremja
(dnja), kogda ten' topolej slegka sklonilas' k vostoku = it was the time (of
the day), when the shadow of the poplars bent slighdy to the east.
ExampIes for the meaning 'measure' include ceni menen v meru, v normu,
ne bezmemo = in moderation, normally, not immensely; cen ayagi' caska,
sluzascaja merkoj = cup used as a measure; cendejok adam zamecatel'nyj,
redkij celovek = a remarkable, exceptional person; cenim bar mne
sdajotsja: bojus', cto... = I'm afraid that... Compare also eni-ceni jok
nepomemyj, neizmerimyj, gromadnyj = exorbitant, immeasurable, huge
(Judaxin 1965: 953a, S.V. en I).

http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Ap art
the three meanings of cen, Judaxin puts another meaning:
bok, storona = side, in a separate entry. 17 This translation seems to be
abstracted from the set expressions given by Judaxin. cenime kelbe! or
cenime jolobo! ne podxodi ko mne!; ctob tvoej nogi u menja ne byIo! =
don't come near me, don't set foot in my vicinity, cenine jolotpoyt on
blizko k sebe ne podpuskaet = he does not allow [people] to come near
him.
Turkmen cen is also a frequently used word, with several meanings
and functions, as shown by the following selection (from Baskakov 729a):
cen predpolozeniye, dogadka = supposition, conjecture, guess, as in menüJ
cenime görii kak ja predpologaju, kak mne kazetsja = (as) i suppose, (as)
it seems to me, lit. 'according to my guess', cenim dogri' boldi' mojo
predpolozeniye opravdalos' = my suspicion came true; cen bilen
pribIizitel'no, primemo, okolo = approximately, about, around.
In Turkmen, cen is also used as a postposition 'until', as in su caka
cen do six por = so far, xacana cen do kakix por = until when, how long? ı 8
There is also an extended form cenli, as in bayrama cenli do prazdnika =
until the holiday, xacana cenli do kakix por = until when, how long?
Interestingly the meaning 'measure' is not listed as such, but it is
represented in a number of word combinations and expressions: censiz
bezmemyj, crezmemyj; bezmemo, crezmemo, cerescur, sliskom, ocen' =
immense, extreme; immensely, extremely, too, overiy, very, as in censiz
17

18

A third entry with the same phonetic shape is 'rank, insignia', which İs from
Russian Cin, apparently an old Slavic word. it is also found elsewhere in Turkie, as
in Kazak and Khakas.
The existence of this phonetically invariable postposition makes it likely that the
Azeri terminatİve ending -cAn (Le., -jAn) has the same origin, rather than
stemming from -cA + -(X)n (one of the proposed sources for the second element in
kacan). Cf. gecayacan 'until night', sabahacan 'until moming'. Similar forms
hindiyeçen 'until now', savahacan 'until moming' in Derleme Sözlüğü are from
Meskhetian (Ahıska) Turkish. The striking resemblance to the Chuvash
terminative -(c)cen is fortuitous, as that suffix must deriye from *tiigin.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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sovuk xova overIy cold weather. Excessiveness can also be expressed by
cenden artik cerescur, sliskom = too, overIy, cenden cikmak perejti vsjakie
granicy = to transgress all boundaries. The verb as- 'to cross, exceed' is
involved in the adverb cendenasa: as in cendenasa: azarli' caga cerescur
kapriznyj rebjonok = an excessively naughty child.
cen further teams up with semantically similar nouns, e.g. cen-cak
mera, predel, granica; pora, vremja = measure, limit, boundary; time, as in
öye gaytmaga cen-cak boldi' pora vozvrascat'sja domoj = it's time to go
back home 19 , cen-takmi':n priblizitel'no, primemo = approximately, about.
Subrakova et aL. (2006: 468) divide Khakas sin into two entries, one
for the dimensional, spatial meanings and another for the temporal: sin i 1
mera, mery = measures; 2 merka (predmet, sluzasCij dlja izmerenija cego1.) = measure (object that serves to measure sth.); 3 razmer, veliCina =
dimensions, size; 4 razmery = dimensions; 5 uroyen' (o vysote) = level (in
height); 6 uroyen' (stepen' kacestva, razvitija cego-1.) = level, degree of
development of something; 7 norma = norm; and sin II pora, srok = time,
while, point in time. Cf also sin ı-kim ı razmery vsjakie = all sorts of sizes
(kim 'size' from Mongolic *kem), sinı-tuzi'vremja = time (tus 'time').
Examples incIude ci'ğanax sinı mera dlinoj v lokot' = elI, azax sinı
razmer nogi = size of the foot, munzurux sinı(nje) torimnar siski
(kedrovye) velicinoj s kulak = cedar cones the size of a fıst, suğ pır sinde
turca yoda derzitsja na odnom urovne = the water is kept at one leve1.
Baskakov & Inkizekova-Grekul (1953: 187a) incIude a further
meaning yozrast = (years of) age.
In the other language s where cen is attested, it is semantically very
limited, and in several language s it is not attested at alı. it seems to be
missing from the peripheral Turkic language s Yakut, Westem Yugur,
Khalaj and Chuvash. The gappy documentation may be partly due to the
19

Note that Turkmen has both cag 'time' and cak 'time; measure'.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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available dictionaries or the state of description of some Turkic

languages.
Kazak sen '(örtliche Bedeutung) ungefahr; (zeitliche Bedeutung)
ungefahr' (Mirzabekova, Abdildirimova, & AbdIgaliyev 344a), as in
bızdıl) üy qalaniiy orta senınde unser Haus befindet sich ungefahr
der
Mitte der Stadt. Karakalpak sen blizkoe rasstojanie = short distance, with
expressions (parallel to those in Kyrgyz) such as senime kelme! or senime
zolama! ne priblizajsja ko mne! = don't come near me! (Baskakov 1958:
733b).
The Bashkir dialect form sin seems to be fairly limited. Uraksin
(1996: 540b) provides the single example qay sinda, the equivalent of
literary Bashkir qay tirada gde-to zdes', nedaleko = somewhere around
here, not far from here. Maqsütova (1970: 209) provides an example for
the southem dialect form sin/sin: beôôel) sinde yuq bilay andi"y kese 'in our
vicinity there is no such person' .
According to the Uyghur-Chinese dictionary (1982: 384a) Modem
Uyghur has can gülülng, güji 20 = measure, köz ceni muce 21 = ran ge
estimation. Uzbek has a dialect form cen (Ma"rufov 363c) cama, moljal,
olcav = supposition, estimation, approximation; plan, project; measure.
Shor has sen (Kurpesko-Tannagaseva & Apon'kin 68a) mera
measure. This is apparently also the base of the postposition seni 'like,.22
Chulym has san (Birjukovic 76) vremja = time, with the examples
köpe san skol'ko vremeni? = how much time, how long?; ol sende v to
vremja = at that time.

20
21
22

1t:l:,1tH
§~~U

Morphologically this
'mould'.

İs

a direct parallel of the postposition kepi 'like' from kep
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Tofa sen (Rassadin 96a) sila = (physical) strength, in spite of the
deviating meaning, seems to be from the same etymon; cf also senı eoq
slabosilnyj = weak.
The noun een is missing from Westem Yugur, but it is attested in its
neighbour, the Mongolic Eastem Yugur language in the form een meaning
'time' .
Although the geographical distribution of een suggests relative
antiquity, it is not attested in Old Turkic. it seems its earliest
documentation in both Turkic and Mongolic is in the 14tlı Century
dictionary Muqaddimat al-Adab, spelled ~ if y n) or LP.- if n). This was,
however, read jin by Poppe in both languages, probably because he was
thinking of Khalkha jin(g) 'weight; scales', although that word has -1) in
Mongolic. 23 According to the 2008 facsimile the Turkic (Chaghatay)
forms, as well as two of the Mongolic forms, are in fact written ~ (e n).
The Turkic is quite clear, whereas all but the first of the Mongolic
occurrences are graphically problematic. The examples for what in our
opinion should be read een 'measure, amount' are the following:
Mongolic yamayin een, Turkic nemeni1) eeni (Poppe 387a) mera vesci
= the measure of a thing. 24
Mongolic töweee qatu: een, Turkic qarisea een (Poppe 353b) s odnu
pjad' = with one handspan. 25 Turkic literally 'the measure of a handspan
(distance between thumb and index or middle finger)' .

23

24

25

This word, whieh stems from Chinese JT jın 'eatty (unit of weight)' , oeeurs in the
Muqaddimat itself, written ıolli.;.. if n k) or ~ if y n k). Altematively, but less likely,
the Arabie spelling eould represent a loanword from Chinese ftp cheng 'seales', for
which ef. Khalkha cen(g) 'small unit ofweight', cenlüür 'seales'.
Both Poppe and Saitö read yamayin and this is what should have been written; the
faesimile (178b, 1 1 1) has c.J:ı4.:ı1...ı or c.J:ı4.:ıl.ı.
Poppe does not diseuss the unexpeeted presenee in this sentenee of qatu:, whieh
normally means 'hard'. Perhaps ji9 (q t w), is a misspelling of j.ıA (m t w) metü
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Mongolic
centü, Turkic zerrece cen (Poppe 189b) mel'cajsaja
mera = the smallest measure. However, the Mongolic phrase literally
means 'of small measure/quantity', Turkic 'the measure/quantity of a
grain' .26
Mongolic alaqanu centü, Turkic ayaca cen 'the measure/amount of
the palm of the hand, i.e., a handfu!' (as such absent in Poppe 189b).27
N ow it has to be mentioned that there are Mongolic nouns reminiscent
of cen: Khalkha cen (Vietze 400a) Zen, eine Gewichtseinheit (= 3,73
Gramm) , Kalmuck cen (Ramstedt 427a) 'ein Gewicht: 1/10 lang. od. 10
pun; Geld ( ... )', Ordos cin (Mostaert 705a) 'la dixü~me partie d'une once,
la dixü~me partie d'un tae!'. 28 These most likely stem from Chinese f~
qüin 'money, small unit ofweight (today standardized as 5 grammes)', as
does Westem Yugur chen 'money'.
However, counter to Rasanen's (VEWT 104a/b) suggestion, this
Chinese word does not seem to be a suitable etymology for the Turkic
noun found in TurkIDen, Kyrgyz and Khakas discussed above. If that cen
is ultimately a loanword, e.g. from Chinese, there is no obvious candidate
for the source fonn.
Although the noun can is only attested in a minority of Turkic
languages, it has an obvious phonetic and semantic similarity to the more
widely documented verb ciinii- 'to measure; to estimate; to aim'. Like the

26

27

28

'like' (cf page 167a of the facsimile). Altematively one could reject Poppe's
interpretation and combine ji§ with the Turkic equative -ce preceding it and read
ji§\..::., İ.e. another variant of the unclear word seen in the following two examples.
The facsimile (167a, 4 i 2) has jii::.. (fit w). Saitö, like Poppe, emends this
inexplicable form to jij.:ıı. (f n t w), in order to connect it to Mongolic ji1J 'unit of
weight; scales'.
Poppe instead has the genitives alaqanu and ayani'n (sic) 'ofthe palm of the hand'
(189b). The facsİmile (167a, 3 4 2) has ~ (f q t w). Saitö identifıes this with
Mongolic jaqatu 'with an edge', but it could also be emended to jij.:ıı. (f n t w).
Buryat cen(g) cena = price seems to be influenced by Russian.
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noun can it is not attested in Old Turkic. However, it looks like a
denominal verb that was created by means of the suffix +A. This is not a
common procedure of derivation in Mongolic, where the verb also occurs.
This, as well as the distribution of these words in modem Turkic and
Mongolic, suggests that both the noun can and the verb cana- may have
existed in early Turkic. The distributions of noun and verb are now quite
different from one another. Modem forms of the verb inelude the
following: 29
Qmg: Turkmen cene- celit'sja, pricelivat'sja, brat' na pricel; ugrozat',
grozit' = to aim, to take aim, to threaten (e.g. with a weapon); Chaghatay:
Modem Uyghur cena-, cina- müıozhiin3o = to aim for, to sight, to target,
Lop cene- opredeljat' = to define, determine; izmerjat' = to measure
(Malov 190a); Kipchak: Kazak and Karakalpak sene- 'to measure',
Kyrgyz cene- merit', primerjat', sorazmerjat' = to measure, to try on, to
match, Altay cene- ispytyvat'; predskazyvat' pogodu = to try out; to predict
the weather; Northeastem: Khakas sine- merit', izmerjat'; primerjat' = to
measure; to take the measure, to try on, Shor sene- merit' = to measure
(Kurpesko-Tannagaseva & Apon'kin 104b), Tuva sene- probovat',
ispytyvat', predvaritel'no proverjat' = to try out, test, to inspect beforehand,
Tofa sene- razvedyvat', nabljudat' = to investigate, observe, supervıse;
Westem Yugur cine- 'to measure (e. g. eloth, elothes)'.

In Mongolic the same verb is attested from Middle Mongolian
onwards in the form cene- (e.g. in the Hua-Yi Yiyu and the Muqaddimat
al-Adab).31 In modem languages it is not widely distributed: Khalkha
cenex 'to evaIuate, estimate; to be careful' (Hangin 771 b), 'aufmerksam
oder vorsichtig werden: sich in Acht nehmen; aufmerken' (Vietze 400a),
29

30

The verb 'to measure' İs expressed by ölc- ~ ölca- (not an Old Turkie word) in
Oguz, ehuvash, and westem Kipehak.
~MAE. The same translation is given for canlii-, another derivation from the noun

can.
31

Poppe's reading Cine:- of the Muqaddimat form
modem forms.

İs

harder to reeoneile with the
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Kalmuck cendxa 'abschatzen, veranschlagen, taxieren (ungefahr richtig),
nach augenmass etwas machen' (Ramstedt 427a),
cene- (Boleuluu
137), Mongghul cine:- (Khasbaatar 205) 'to measure'.

Altough several propositions have been brought forward, the ultimate
origin for kacan 'when' has yet to be established, especially regarding the
origin of the second syllable. The collocation *ka can or *kanu can
provides an elegant altematiye to the traditional proposals that resort to
several irregular phenomena in order to arriye at a solution. Even if the
suggested original form *ka (nu) can is not attested, an advantage of this
proposition is that the second element here can be derived from a separate
lexeme: the noun can is well established in Turkic and Mongolic in spite
of its scarcity in early sources. The verb cana- that likely derives from it,
further supports its early existence.
Although an explanation based on can does not eliminate all of the
etymologies presented so far, it is as likely as some of the extant ones, and
it certainly offers a more coherent solution than the cagfn idea, which is
probably the most extensively published suggestion.
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